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CASE STUDY

Search Berg used a combination of SEO and 
content marketing services to help the B2B client 
climb up to the First, Second, and Third pages of 

Google’s search engine results!
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A Little About
336 Productions
336 Productions is a full-service video production company based in Orange County, CA. With 
several awards, like the Golden Pixie Award in Motion Graphics and the Davey Award to their name, 
the company offers a range of video production services that include concept and development, 
video production, visual effects and audio mixing in the post-production process.

336 Productions strives to help their clients communicate with their audience through engaging 
and aesthetic visuals. Some of the services provided by 336 Productions include:

        Brand Videos
        Corporate Presentation
        Product Videos
        Documentaries
        Educational Videos
        Legal Videos
        Marketing Videos
        Trade Show Videos
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Identifying The
Performance Gaps
Video marketing has become one of the top digital marketing strategies for businesses as a 
way to attract target audiences, engage with them, and convert them into loyal customers. 
Since B2B clients form a major chunk of 336 Productions’ target audience, they wanted to 
establish themselves as a credible authority on video marketing and video production in 
the eyes of the audience. But this entailed two things:

Spreading awareness about the importance of video marketing to businesses so 
they can avail 336 Productions’ services.

Boosting their online presence to generate a credible online profile that attracts 
businesses.
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Our SEO strategies revolved included keyword research, website optimization, and creative 
content marketing activities to highlight the key role of video marketing in today’s world and 
increase 336 Productions’ rankings.

336 Productions wanted to rank higher for more leads, which would ultimately mean more 
conversions!

But how was 336 Productions going to do it all? With Search Berg, of course!

=

Higher Rankings Leads

=

ConversionsLeads

The Game Plan

+ + +

SEO Strategies Content Marketing

=

Higher RankingsSocial Media Marketing Website Optimization
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Setting The Stage For
Success With Search Berg
After a thorough analysis of their business objectives, Search Berg was able to identify a few 
digital marketing ideas that could propel 336 Productions to the top of search engine ranking 
pages.

Since 336 Productions was looking to thrive in the online marketplace, our internet marketing 
and SEO specialists developed strategies primarily to increase brand awareness and improve
site traffic.

We devised a comprehensive SEO strategy for 336 Productions, which included:

The results? See for yourself!

Content marketing
Social media marketing
Creating Google My Business listings
Website Optimization
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Here’s All That We
Accomplished
Within a few weeks of deploying our SEO campaign, we saw an incredible spike in the overall 
ranking on Google’s SERPs!

Our reports showed that 336 Productions was steadily but surely rising to the top of Google 
SERPs. Where 336 Productions website had ranked on the 4th, 7th, 9th, and 13th pages of 
search engine results for industry-relevant keywords, our SEO strategies had enabled them to 
climb up to 1st, 2nd, and 3rd pages of Google’s search engine results without any hassle!
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S. No. Before SEO After SEOKeywords

01 B2B video Orange County 2

4

7 3

2

1

2

3

N/A

8

trade show videos Orange County

explainer video Orange County

Promotional Marketing video San
Diego CA

corporate production company 
orange county

02

03

04

05

Table 1: Keywords and rankings for 336 Productions
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Comparative Analysis
Of The Keyword Rankings
The table shows some of these keywords, their ranking before 336 Productions came to us, 
and their ranking after we employed our SEO strategies.



Top Ranking
Keywords On Google
Here’s a quick peek at how the high ranking keywords appear on Google’s search results…
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336 Productions’ rankings are also attributed to the website 
maintenance and content marketing strategy that we employed 
for 336 Productions.

By creating useful and engaging content that effectively 
communicated the benefits of 336 Productions’ services to their 
target audience, our keyword-optimized blogs and articles were 
able to translate leads into sales and generate more revenue for 
336 Productions than ever before.

Focusing On A
Winning Content
Marketing Strategy!
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https://336productions.com/blog/


Our SEO and PPC advertising campaign improved 336 Production’s overall brand awareness 
to increase their organic search traffic by a massive 20.26 percent! This can be seen in 
Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Organic search increased by 29.26 percent

Substantial Improvement
In The Organic Search Traffic
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Google My Business listings helped 336 Productions thrive as a leading video production 
company in its local services areas in the United States.

Our reports confirmed that 292 visitors searched for 336 Productions’ website, as shown in 
Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Total number of Direct and Discovery searches through Google My Business Listings

Google My Business Insights
For 336 Productions
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Lastly, our Google My Business listings generated a total of 423 views on the website, as 
shown in Graph 1.

Graph 1: Total views through Google My Business listings

Traffic Generated To Website
Through Google My Business
Listings
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Some Of Our 
Published 
Work!
To take a look at some of our work, here 
are some of our published content for 
336 Productions:

Stunning and informative
infographics!

INFOGRAPHICS
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https://336productions.com/understanding-the-importance-of-social-videos/
https://336productions.com/how-small-businesses-can-increase-revenue-using/
https://336productions.com/ways-to-generate-leads-using-high-quality-videos/
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Detailed, engaging and keyword-rich blogs! 

BLOGS

https://336productions.com/5-reasons-why-video-content-is-more-effective-than-any-other-medium/
https://336productions.com/5-green-screen-tips-to-make-your-brand-video-stand-out/
https://336productions.com/5-green-screen-tips-to-make-your-brand-video-stand-out/


Interesting and educational articles posted on popular third party websites! 

ARTICLES
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http://336-productions.blogspot.com/2019/03/how-internet-is-changing-advertising.html
http://336-productions.blogspot.com/2020/04/the-dos-and-donts-of-aerial-filming.html


“They're very responsive and make us feel we're their top priority. Within six months, the website 

moved up to the first page in Google, generating more leads. Search Berg goes above and beyond 

to meet all needs, while their expertise, commitment, and responsiveness to feedback earned 

them trust, spurring a long-term relationship.”

Marlowe

Co-Owner, 336 Productions

336 Production’s
Testimonial
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Our services helped 336 Productions expand their digital footprint not only in Orange County but 

also beyond Sand Diego, CA. 336 Productions now successfully keeps its audience in the loop with 

important updates in the video marketing industry as a B2B business and creates meaningful 

relationships with its clients that lead to more sales and loyal customers!

Search Berg provides effective SEO solutions to businesses spread across all industries. We 

guarantee results by improving your overall online marketing strategy. 

Ready to get started? Give our SEO specialists a call!

Hire Search Berg
To Dominate SERPs!
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https://www.searchberg.com/
https://www.searchberg.com/contact-us.html

